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ATOMICAND MOLECULARPHYSICS IN THE GAS PHASE

L. H. Toburen
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland,Washington99356

Abstract

The spatial and temporaldistributionsof energy depositionby high-linear-

energy-transferradiationplay an importantrole in the subsequentchemical

and biologicalprocessesleadingto radiationdamage. Becausethe spatial

structuresof energy depositionevents are of the same dimensionsas molecular

structures in the mammaliancell, direct measurementsof energy depositions

distributionsappropriateto radiationbiologyare infeasible. This has lead

to the developmentof models of energy transportbased on a knowledgeof

atomic and molecularinteractionsprocessthat enable one to simulate energy

transfer on an atomic scale. Such models requirea detailed understandingof

the interactionsof ions and electronswith biologicallyrelevantmaterial.

During the past 20 years there has been a great deal of progress in our

understandingof these interactions;much of it coming from studiesin the gas

phase. These studiesprovide informationon the systematicsof interaction

cross sections leadingto a knowledgeof the regionsof energy deposition

where molecular and phase effects cre importantand that guide developmentsin

appropriatetheory. In this report studiesof the doubly differentialcross

sections,crucial to the developmentof stochasticenergy deposition

calculationsand track structuresimulation,will be reviewed. Areas of

understandingare discussedand directionsfor futurework addressed.

Particularattentionis given to experimentaland theoreticalfindingsthat
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have changed the traditional view of secondary electron production for charged

particle interactions with atomic and molecular targets.

Introduction

The importanceof the spatialand temporal distributionsof ionizationin

determiningthe subsequentchemical and biologicaldamage induced by ionizing

_ladiationhas long been recognized(see, for example, Lea, 1947). During the

" past 25 years we have seen a continuingevolutionin the need for

understandingthe detailsof these distributionsin increasinglysmaller

volumes in order to interpretresultsobtained in studiesof radiation

biology. "Thisneed spawnedthe field of microdosimetryand has lead to the

developmentof computationaltools in charged-particletr_ck simulationto

investigateenergy depositionin volumes smallerthan can be reached by

experimentalmicrodosimetrictechniques. Computationaltechniquesalso

provideflexibilityto incorporatetarget heterogeneityand phase importantto

biologicalmedia.

For high-linear-energy-transfer(high-LET)radiationthe traditionalconcept

of Jose, that of averageenergy impartedper unit mass, is inappropriateowing

to the highly localizednature of the energy deposition. For a dose of a few

rads delivered by alpha particles,for example,only about i cell in 10 may be

traversedby an alpha particleand the cells that do get hit may receive 10

times the average dose estimate. Thus, assessingthe biologicaleffects from

alpha particles,or other high-LETradiationrequiresa knowledgeof the

energy deposition,or dose, at the microscopic level. Studiesof DNA strand
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breaks inducedby 1251, for example, indicatethat an energy of 17.5 eV

deposited in the sugar-phosphateis adequate to cause a DNA strand break

(Charlton,1988). These estimatesare made by comparingenergy deposition

.... distributionsdetermined from track simulationcalculationswith measurements

of the frequencyof strand breaks in cells irradiatedwith known amounts of

1251 incorporatedinto the cellular DNA. An experimentalmeasurementof the

energy deposited in volumes this small is, of course, infeasible,thus one

must rely on accuratemodels of energy depositionand transportto make such

comparisons.

A descriptionof the interactionof high-LET radiationwith cellular DNA

requires a knowledgeof both the structureof the particletrack and the DNA

target structure. An exampleof the relativesize of the structuralfeatures

of a 2-MEV alpha particle track and representativetarget structuresof a DNA

molecule are shown in Fig. I. This illustrationwas prepared by Walt Wilson

in our laboratoryusing the Monte Carlo track structurecode MOCA15 that he

has developedin collaborationwith Herwig Paretzke (Paretzke,1987). This

code scores both excitationsand ionizationsfor interactionsof charged

particlesin a water vapor medium. For this examplesecondaryelectronswere

followeduntil degraded in energy to 25 eV, where they are considered locally

absorbed. The example given in Fig. i illustratesseveralfeatures that can

be derived from stochastic,atom-by-atom,descriptionsof a charged particle

track. First, the structuresof the track resultingfrom energy transportby

delta-raysare of the same order-of-magnitudein size as the nucleosome

structuresof DNA. One may expect multiple sites of damage in the DNA if one

of these track features should correspondin space to that of the nucleosome.
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The example also illustratesthe effect of inner-shellionizationof the

oxygen atom of the constituentwater vapor molecule. The energeticdelta-ray

shown moving up throughthe nucleosomein Fig. IA is the result of the

ejection of an electron from the K-shellof oxygen; the second electron

emanating from that point is the Auger electron followingrelaxationof the

inner-shellvacancy.

The end-on view of the track in fig. IB illustrateswhat some authorshave

described as the "core" and the "penumbra"regionsof chargedparticletracks.

lt can be shown, however,that in this case this effect is simply the result

of the projectiondisplayedand has little physicalmeaning. To illustrate

this we have expanded the scale in Fig. IC to look at the individualenergy

depositionevents on the same scale as the atomic positionsof the DNA

molecule. Note that on this scale there is no evidence of a track core.

Certainly it is possible that ionizationsmay occur on adjacent atoms,but the

probabilityfor this occurring is low for even a particlewith LET this high

(approximately165 keV/micrometer), lt should also be noted that this

illustrationis a 2-dimensionalprojectionof a 3-dimensionalstructure,thus

individualionizations/excitationsare actually distributedfurtherapart on

the average than they appear _n the figure.
i

lt is obvious that a comprehensiveknowledgeof the interactionsof charged

particleswith biologicalmaterial must be known if one is to accurately

reliably assess the spatial patternsof excitationsand ionizationsfor

charged particles in the heterogeneousenvironmentof the biologicalcell. A

detailed set of quantitativeinformationis requiredfor the productionand
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subsequent slowing down of secondary electrons ejected in ionizing collisions

between the moving ion and the atomic and molecular constituents of the media.

Such information must be in the form of absolute cross sections and must

incorporate knowledge of the atomic, molecular, and phase of the target. The

full extent of the cross sections needed in track structure simulation depend

on the intended application and the mechanism for subsequent chemical and

biological damage assumed. Most applications of track structure simulation

have involved the investigation of microdosimetric distributions of energy

deposition by secondary electrons for different types of radiation of

importance to the field of Radiation Dosimetry or have provided the initial

pattern of energy deposition for investigation of the time sequence of

chemical reactions that follow degradation of secondary electrons. Such

calculations rely primarily on an accurate knowledge of the production and

transport of secondary electrons that form the basic structure of charged

particle tracks.

Knowledgeof the physicsof electronproductionand degradationhas been the

key to developmentof reliablestochastictrack structuremodels. However

there are other processesof energy depositionin the track of a charged

particlethat are less common,but may producethe unusual events that the

biologicalsystem is incapableof handling. Such events as multiple

ionizationsof constituentsof the DNA may produce irreparable

molecular/biologicaldamage,or the correlatedelectronsemitted in such

interactionsmay inducesubsequentchemicaldamage unique to the biological

repair system. Temporallyand spatiallycorrelatedevents may also be

stimulatedby inner-shellionizationor by simultaneouselectron loss and
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target ionizationinvolvingprojectilesthat carry bound electrons,such as

He+ ions formed in the slowingdown of alpha particles. Many of these

processesare only beginningto be understood from a physicalpoint of view

and have yet to be investigatedas to their biologicalimplications.

The principalsource of data needed as input for c_Iculationsthat simulate

the stochasticprocessesthat form charged particletracks, such as those

shown in Fig. i, are the cross sections for the productionand transportof

secondaryelectrons. These cross sectionsmust be absolute in magnitudeand

differentialin ejectedelectronenergy and emission angle. The considerable

progress in measurementsof these cross sections and in our ability to model

their systematicsduring the past 20 years has been key to performing reliable

track structuresimulations. Prior to these advanceshomogeneoustrack

structuremodels (Buttsand Katz, 1967; Chatterjeeand Shaefer, 1976) were

based on the early collisionphysics theory of Bohr (Bohr,1947). In those

models the probabilityof ionizationwas obtained from the free electron

Rutherfordcross section,electronswere assumed to be emitted perpendicular

to the particlepath, and straight line trajectorieswere assumed in order to

calculateelectron ranges. In addition,Chatterjeeand Shaefer assumedthat

half the energy lost in collisionsbetween the incidentparticle and

constituentsof the medium went into excitation,thus contributingto a high

energy density in the core of the particle track. As we shall see many of

these assumptionshave proven to be inaccurateas experimentaldata have

become availableto test our understanding.

In this paper we look briefly at the extent of our knowledgeof differential

ionizationcross sections for energy loss by charged,_articles. As Inokuti
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has stated,to be useful cross sectionsmust be "right,absolute,and

comprehensive"(Inokuti,1989). In this review, these virtuesof the

experimentaldata are addressed. The discussionis organizedby incident

particle;that is, we start by discussingelectron impact,than proton impact,

fc1!owed by heavier ion impact. The final section locks briefly at the

relative importanceof other processes,such as charge transferand multiple

ionization. Although an effort is made to be comprehensivein this review,

the field is sufficientlylarge that pertinentdata is surely to have been

inadvertentlyleft out. We apologizeto those investigators,and to the

reader, for those emissions.

Doubly-DifferentialIonization".rossSections

Electron Impact

The primary componentsof any track structuresimulationare the production

and slowingdown of secondaryelectrons. Therefore it is importantthat one

has a detailedknowledgeof the interactioncross sections for electronswith

the stoppingmedia of interest. A recent review by Paretzke (1987) provides

an excellentguideto the literatureof electron interactionsof interestto

radiobiologyand to radiationchemistry. Table I, in the appendixof this

report, providesa listingof the measureddoubly-aifferentialelectron

emissioncross sections,differentialwith respect to "ejected"electron

energy and emission angle, obtained from a search of the literature. Since

electronsare indistinguishablethe slower of the two electronsleavinga

collision is defined as the secondaryelectron. To completelydefine the
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collision for electronimpact one would need to measure triply-differential

cross section, ie., also detect the scatteringangle of the primaryelectron.!

A limited number of triply-differentialcross sections have been measured for

simple gas targetssuch as heiium and argon (see, for exampleBeaty, et al

(1978);and Hong and Beaty, (1978)),however such data have been of little

practicaluse in track structurecalculationsand are consideredout of the

scope of the present review.

Alth_ugh Table I illustratesthat there are a relatively large amountof data

availableon the doubly-differentialcross sections for ionizationby incident

electrons only a limitedsubset of this data is directly appropriateto

targets of interestto radiologicalphysics. In additior,,where data have

been obtained by differentgroups, such as the cross sections for ionization

of water vapor shown in Fig. 2, there is considerablescatter in the data for

different Investigators. In general the agreementbetween the data of

Bolorizadehand Rudd (1986),Opal et al. (1971),and Oda (1975) is quite good

for intermediateangles. However, at both, large and small emissionangles,

the cross sectionsof Opal et al. tend to be smallerthan the other two

measurements. These differencesresult from differentmethods of accounting

for the finite size of the target as one views it from differentangles. The

true cross sectionsare probably somewherebetween the extremes representedby

the data of Bolorizadehand Rudd and Opal et al.

Because of the scatter in experimentaldata from different sourcesa good deal

of effort has gone into theoreticaltechniquesto evaluate the accuracyof

measured cross sections• Followingthe lead of Platzman,Kim has exploredthe
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consistency of experimental data for electron and proton collisions using well

established theory (Kim, 1972, 1975, 1975a; Kim and Inokuti, 1973; Kim and

Noguchi, 1975). The Mott cross section is used to test the behavior of fast

electrons ejected by fast primary electrons, whereas the slow electrons are

analyzed in terms of thedipole oscillator strengths as prescribed by the Born

approximation. An example of the utility of this method is shown in Fig. 3

taken from Kim (1975), where the ratios of the experimental cross sections to

the cor, esponding Rutherford cross sections are plotted as a function of the

reciprocal of the energy loss. Plotted in this way 'the area under the curve

is proportional to the total ionization cross section and the shape of the

low-energy portion of the curve is representative of the dipole oscillator

strength. The fraction of the electrons ejected with energies between the

shaded vertical lines between w:o and 15.6 eV represents those electrons that

are unable to produce further ionization as they slow down i,n the target

medium. In the example shown in Fig.3, the only experimental data used to

establish the family of curves were single-differential cross sections for

electron emission by 500-eV incident electrons. Those data were used, along

with the dipole oscillator strengths, to define the overall shape of the curve

for 500-eV primaries. The magnitude of the cross sections was then

established by normalization of the area under the curve to the total
'

ionization cross section. Curves for other primary energies could then be
'i

drawn by extrapolation based on maintaining I) a curve shape consistent with

the optical oscillator strengths, 2) the proper integrated area consistent
, ,_m

with total ionization cross sections, and 3) the proper kinematic limit to the

secondary electron energy consistent with the maximumenergy transfer. Models

of this type provide means to evaluate experimental consistency, to

9
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extrapolatedata to regionswhere data are unavailable,and provide convenient

methods of introducingdata into computer codes for track structure

calculations. This techniqueof data analysisand extrapolationtakes

advantageof the availabilityof a wide range of experimentaldata on total

ionizationcross sections (see, for example, reviewsby Schram et ai.,1965,

and Shimamura, 1989) and oscillatorstrengths (Berkowitz,1979). In addition,

the use of spectra based on oscillatorstrength distributi.onshas the

potentialfor applicationto both gas and condensedphase targets by simply

using the proper oscillatorstrengths. These techniqueswill be describedin

more detail in the followingsectionswith regard to their applicationto

proton-inducedionization. For greater detail in the applicationof this

method to electron-impactionizationthe interestedreader is directed to the

work of Kim referenced above, as well as to the review of Paretzke (1987),and

to studies by Miller and Manson (1984),and Miller et al. (1987).

One of the large gaps in our knowledgeof interactionsof electronswith

biologicallyrelevant material is the lack of direct measurementsof these

processesin the condensedphase. Presentlythe basis of condensedphase

electrontransportused in track structuresimulation is deduced from the

theory of charged particle interactionsin condensedphase, and from

oscillator strengthsfor photoabsorption(Berkowitz,1979). During the past

few years, however, there have been significantadvances in our understanding

of electron interactionsin the condensedphase brought about by the

pioneeringwork of Leon Sanche and his coworkers (Michaudand Sanche, 1987;

Sanche, 1989; Cloutier and Sanche, 1989; Marsolaisand Sanche). Measurements

that they have conductedon the scatteringof low-energyelectrons in thin
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films have provided detailed informationon the energy loss mechanisms

associatedwith the slowingdown of slow electrons. A particularly

interestingfeature in the preliminarystudieshas been the similarityof

elastic and inelasticelectron scatteringprocessesin the solid to those

observed in the gas phase, eg., resonantprocesses,such as transient

negative-ionformation (Sanche,1989),are strong feature in the energy-loss

spectra for very low-energyelectrons.

Proton Impact

There has been a wide range of experimentaland theoreticalstudiesof doubly-

differentialcross sections for proton impact ionizationof atomic and

moleculartargets. Much of this work was funded by the Radiologicaland

Chemical PhysicsProgramof the Departmentof Energy and was directed toward

understandingthe effects of molecularstructureand to developingmodels

applicableto track structurecalculations. Reviewsof doubly-differential

cross sections have been publishedby Toburen (1982, 1979) and by Rudd (1975).

An updatedlisting,first publishedby Toburen (1982),of the doubly-

differentialcross sections avai]ablefor proton impact is presentedas Table

II in the appendix. This list focuseson studiesthat report absolute cross

sections and those that provide a broad spectrumof energies and angles.

Table does not includestudies of "convoyelectrons" (see, for example,

Breinig, et al., 1982) or studies that focus on a narrow angular range, eg.

electronsejected at zero degrees; such studies are not consideredhighly

relevantto RadiologicalPhysicsand would require a full review on their own.

From Table II we see that data are availablethat span the regionsof low (5-

11
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50 keV), intermediate(50-300keV), and high (greaterthan about 300 keV)

proton energies;these energy ranges reflect reg'ionsrequiringdifferent

theoreticalapproaches. Only a few molecules,eg., hydrogen,nitrogen,

oxygen, and water vapor, have been studiedthroughall the energy ranges.

Those molecules, however,provide a gnod representationof the constituentsof

tissue. The majorityof the data base for investigatingmoleculareffectshas

been deve]oped in the region of high-energyprotons.

An indicationof the precisionof the variousmeasurementscan be addressedby

an evaluationof the uncertaintiescontributingto the individualmeasurements

and by comparisonof measurementsoF differentinvestigatorswhere they

overlap. A comparisonof doubly-differentialcross sections for ejectionof

electrons from nitrogenby 0.3 Mev protonsmeasured by threF_different

research groups is shown in Fig. 4. For ejectedelectron energiesgreater

than about 15 eV the agreementis well within the stated 20_ uncertaintiesin

the individualmeasurements. For lower energy ejected elecl:ronsthe data

diverge due to the effectsof stray electrostaticand magnetic fieldson the

transmissionof the electrostaticenergy analyzersused in the cross section

measurements. To resolvethe uncertaintiesat low energies a time-of-flight

(TOF) techniquewas developedthat could measure re]ativecross sections for

ejectedelectron energies in the range from I to 200 eV (Toburenand Wi]son,

1975). The solid lines in Fig. 4 were derived from TOF measurements

normalizedto the electrostaticresults at 100 eV. This combinationof

electrostaticand TOF measurementsprovidereliable cross sections for the

_jected energy range from I to 5000 eV, thus providinga wide range of data

for analysisof cross sections systematicsand for developmentof theoretical

12
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models.

To test the "correctness",as defined by Inokuti(1989),of the measured cross

sectionswe can make use of simpletheoreticalargumentsfor the asymptotic

behavior of cross sections as has been advocatedby Kim and Inokuti (1973).

For example, the Rutherfordformulagiven as

d_ 4_ao2Z2 R2
......-=

dE T -_- (I)

where ao is the Bohr radius,Z is the projectilecharge,R is the Rydberg

energy, T=mv2/2 (m is the electronmass), and E=(+I (_ is the ejected electron

energy and I the ionizationpotential),should providean accurate estimateof

the cross sectionwhen the energy loss is large comparedto the bindingenergy

of the ejected electron,but smallerthan the kinematiclimit of energy

transfer in a binary collision. Thus if we plot the ratio of the measured

cross sectionto the Rutherfordcross sectionthe ratio should approach a

constant value for high energiesof the ejected electronand, since the

Rutherfordformula gives the cross section per target electron,the magnitude

of that constant should be equal to the number of electronsin the atomic or

moleculartarget. In Fig. 5, this ratio, Y(E,T), is plottedversus E for an

atomic helium target. In this i|]ustrationthe ratios approach a value of

approximately2.2 which is indicativethat the measured cross sectionsmay be

systematically104 too large. Similar ratios are plotted in Fig. 6 for a

wider range of proton energies and an atomic neon target. In principal, for

an atom such as neon, where the electron can be ejectedfrom inner shells or

sub-shells,the ionizationpotentialused in the Rutherfordformula should

reflectthe origin of the electron. However,the experimentsare not able to

13
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determinethe origin of the detectedelectron,therefore,the ratio is

calculationassuming that all electronsoriginatefrom the valanceshell

(Toburenet al.,Ig78). For neon the ratio Y(E,T) approachesa value of

approximately10, indicativeof the number of bound electronsin the atom; the

peak observed at approximately800 eV results from Auger electronemission

followingK-shell vacancyproduction. For the highestenergy protons Y(E,T)

approachesa value somewhat greaterthan 100 the total number of electronsin

neon, again indicativethat the experimentalvalues may be systematically

about 104 higher than would be expected, lt should be noted, however, that

the ratio for 1.5 MeV protonsreachesa plateau at approximately8 which is in

good agreementwith the Rutherfordprediction if only the outer shell

electronsparticipate;the inner-shellelectrensare tightly bound and

contribute little to the Rutherfordcross section at this proton energy. An

increasedscatter in the data is observed for the higher energy ejected

electronsshown in Fig. 6. This scatteroccurs becausethe cross sections are

becoming significantlysmallerand statisticaluncertaintiesare greater;the

I/E2 factor in the Rutherfordcross sectionmasks the absolutevalue of these

cross sections. The Rutherfordanalysisgeneral]yconfirms that the , _

differentialcross sections obtained in our work at the PacificNorthwest

Laboratory (PNL) are accurateto within the stated 204 absoluteuncertainties

derived from the _xperimentalparameters;data from other laboratoriesare

generallyat lower proton energiesand not amenable to this theoreticaltest,

but where data from different laboratoriesoverlap there is good agreement.

Data have been obtained for a wide range of molecular targets for

investigatingthe effectsof molecularstructureon electronemission cross

14
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sections . In Fig. 7 are displayedthe singledifferentialelectron emission

cross sections for a number of carbon containingmolecules plottedas the

ratio to the respectiveRutherfordcross sections. The horizonallines with

the number to the right each give the Rutherfordestimate of the asymptotic

value those cross sectionsshould attain. This agreementbetweenexperimental

data and the predictionsis simply a confirmationof the Bragg rule for

scaling cross sectionsfor emission of fast electrons_or a statementof the

independentparticlemodel for ionization. One must be careful at this point

to stress that this is a scaling featureof collisions involvinglarge energy

loss and it does not apply to soft collisions;this will be discussedin

detail later, lt does, however, providejustificationfor applicationof

simplified theory and scaling techniquesthat are very useful in track

structurecalculations.

The limits of applicabilityand reliabilityof various theoretical

calculationscan be assessed by comparisonof their predictionsto

experimentaldata. In Fig. 8 the resultsof binary encountertheory, the Born

approximation,and Rutherfordtheory are plotted as the ratio to the

correspondingRutherfordcross sectionfor ionizationof the outermostshell

of neon. The primaryreason for comparingresultsby dividing by the

Rutherfordcross section is that the principaldependenceon energy loss,

I/E2, is removed and one can compdredata on a linear,rather than a

logarithmicscale,thus accentuatingspectralfeatures. The gradual increase

in the plotted Rutherfordcross section plotted in this way occurs because it

was calculated includingelectrons from all shells of neon, with their

respectivebindingenergies (Kim, 1975), and at larger values of the energy
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loss the more tightlybound electronscontributemore to the total; the

Rutherford crcss section in the denominator of the calculated ratio is taken

as the valance shell cross sectionas discussedabove.

For a I MeV proton interactingwith a free electronthe Rutherfordtheory

would predict an abrupt decrease in the cross sectionat approximately160 Ry

as that is the kinematicmaximum in the energy that can be transferredin the

classicalproton-electroncollision. The measuredcross sections show a

gradualdecrease in magnitudebetween approximately100 and 160 Ry reflecting

the momentum distributionof the bound electrons. The increasingRutherford

cross section, owing to inner shell contributions,combinedwith the decrease

in the experimentalvalues near the maximum energy transfer,owing to binding

effects,renders Rutherfordtheory inappropriateas a definitive test of the

accuracyof measured cross sections in this proton energy range. At higher

proton energies,as shown in Fig. 6, a plateauvalue of 10 can be expected

over a broader ejectedelectronenergy range.

Binary encountertheory (reviewedby Rudd, 1975) extendsthe classical

Rutherford-likeapproachto collisionswith electronsthat are not at rest,

includeseffects of collisionswith electronsthat have an initialvelocity

distributionowing to the fact that they are bound to the atom. By

integratingover a quantummechanicaldistributionof bound electron

velocitiesthe high energy portionof the ejectedelectron spectra is well

representedby this semi-classicalapproach. The only parameter that is not

well defined in this computationaltechniqueis the mean of the initial

distributionof kineticenergiesexhibitedby the orbital electrons.

16
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Calculationsthat assume the initialkineticenergy is equal to the binding

energy, BEI, and that use the kineticenergy derivedfrom Slater's rules (see

Robinson,1965), BES, are shown in Fig. 8; the use of Slater's rules seems to

provide a slightly better agreementat high energiesthat the binding energy

approach. For low-energyelectronemission neither approach is very good,

althoughthe use of Slater's rules extendsthe agreementwith experimental

data to somewhat lower energies.

The results of calculationsbased on the plane wave Born approximation

(Toburenet al., 1978) are also shown in Fig. 8. This calculationis in good

agreementwith the measured differentialcross sectionsfor ejectionof low-

energy electronsand with the independentmeasurementof Grission et al.

(1972)for electronsejectedwith zero kineticenergyl the calculationwas not

carried out to ejected electronenergies greaterthan 64 Ry because it is

based on a partialwave analysisand the number of partialwaves necessaryto

describe the higher energy processesmakes the calculationunwieldy. Similar

calculationsare in good agreementfor helium targets (Manson,et al., 1975)

The use of this technique for moleculeshas not been attempted,however, due

to a lack of adequate wave functionsto describe the molecularsystems.

The data shown in Fig. 8 clearly illustratethe limitationsof classical and

semi-classicaltheory for predictingthe cross sections for ejection of low-

energy electrons. The relative importanceof this regionof the spectra,

however, is illustratedin Fig. g where ejected electrondistributionsare

displayedfor ionizationof severaldifferentmoleculesby 1 MeV protons. The

hydrocarbonsreferencedin Fig. 9, are the same as those of Fig. 7, now scaled
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on a per "effective"electronbasis. Here the effectivenumber of electrons

in a molecule is taken as the total minus the K-shellelectrons (Wilsonand

Toburen, 1975; Lynch et al., 1976) ; from the data for neon shown in Fig. 6

one would not expect the K-shell electronsto contribute significantlyto the

emission cross sectionsfor ionizationof first row elementsby 1 MeV protons.

Note tilelarge differencesin the electronyields associatedwith different

molecules as the ejectedelectron energiesdecrease below approximately20 eV.

Fhis is also the portionof the emission spectrumthat is the major

contributorto the total yield of electronsand therefore directly influences

the total ionizationcross section.

As was discussedabove for electron impact,one can make use of the analysis

developed by Kim to focus on the accuracy and consistency of the low-energy

portion of the ejected electron spectra. As pointed out by Kim and Noguchi
i

(1975)., the area under the curve in a plot of Y(E,T) versus 1/E can easily be
!,

shown _o be proportionalto the total ionizationcross section:
,,

aion = d-_ d-E
, B 1/Eo

where B ,sthe electronbindingenergy and Eo is the incident ion energy.!

Such a plot is useful for testing absolutenormalizationof the differential

cross sections and for determiningthe importanceof specific featuresof the

spectraas contributorsto the overallyield of ionization.Total ionization

cross sections are availablewith accuraciesof 54 to 104 for a wide range of

atoms and molecules (Rudd et al., 1985).

18
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The Bethe-Bornexpansionof the differentialcross sectionprovides a

convenient framework to investigate the features of the single differential

cross sections and their dependenceof projectileparameters. The Bethe-Born

formula can be written (Miller et al., 1987) as

where most symbols are definedas in eq. 1, above, and df/dE is the optical

oscillatorstrengthdistribution. Expressedin this way B(E) includes

contributionsindependentof T, and O(E/T) containscontributionsof higher

order in E/T. Becauseof the logarithmicdependenceof the term involvingthe

oscillatorstrength the spectrashould become increasinglyoptical in nature

as the ion energy increases. This is seen in Fig. 10, where data for

ionizationof heliumby protonsof differentenergies are shown; also shown

are data for 500 eV electrons (Opal et al.,1971);these are of comparable

velocity to the I MeV protons. The data displayed in Fig. 10 show the

importanceof knowingthe shape of the low-energy portionof the spectra 'if

one is to be able to gain an accurate knowledgeof the total yield of

electrons. For proton impact on a helium target a major fractionof the

electronshave energies less than 25 eV (I/E=0.27). This presentsno

difficultieswhere cross section have been measuredusing both, electrostatic

and TOF techniques,such as was done for the helium data in Fig. 10. However,

where TOF is not availablethere may be large uncertaintiesin the low-energy

portion of the spectra;see, for examplethe data in fig. 4. To overcome
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these uncertainties Miller et al. (1983) applied the Bethe-Born approximation

Kim and Inokuti (1973) to the analysis of proton impact data.

Inspection of eq. 3 indicates that if we have experimental data at any proton

energy for which the Born approximation is valid those data can be used with

optical oscillator strengths to evaluate what has been called the hard

collision component of the interaction B(E); this assumes that terms of higher

order in E/T are negligible. Since B(E) is independent of the incident proton

energy, once determined that spectrum can be used to obtain cross sections at

other energies. In practice experimental data are used to obtain B(E) for

low-energy ejected electrons and the results are than merged with binary

encounter theory to obtain an estimate of B(E)+O(E/T)for high ejected

electron energies to give the full spectrum; binary encounter has been shown

to describe fast ejected electrons quit weil. The hard collisions

contribution, B(E), found by Wilson et al. (1984), for ionization of water

vapor by protons is shown in Fig. II. Although B(E) is theoretically

independent of ion energy there was considerable scatter among the data for

B(E) derived from different proton energies. To determine the spectrum of

B(E) from these data for use in calculating emission cross sections a simple

average of the experimental values at different ion energies (the solid line

in Fig. ii) was performed. Cross sections derived from this determination of

B(E) are shown in Fig. 12. This model of the differential cross sections is

in good agreement with the 0.5- and 1.5-MeV data as it must be, since these

data were used in the determination of B(E); there is also good agreement with

3.0- and 4.2-MEV proton results obtained with a different experimental system

and not included in the fitting process. An important asset of this technique
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is the high degree of accuracythat can be obtained for the low-energyportion_

of the spectra owing to the use of optical osc"llator strengths that dominate

in this region.

Models of the ejected electronspectrabased of eq. 3 rely on two primary

sourcesof experimentaldata; differentialelectronemissioncross sections

for at least one ion energy and a source of optical oscillatorstrengths. We

have discussedthe electron spectraat length,but have said little regarding

the availabilityof oscillatorstrengths. For the water vapor data discussed

above, oscillatorstrengthswere derivedfrom the photo absorptioncross

sections compiledby Berkowitz(1979)using the expression

Rdf_ a(Mb) (4)
dE 8.07

where _ is the photo absorption cross section in units of megabarns and

R=13.6, a good review of photoabsorption cross sections is also given in a

technical report by McDaniel et al. (1979), Oscillator strengths are also

available for a number of molecules of biological interest, such as DNA

(Inagaki et al. (1974); Sontag and Weibezahn, 1975) and DNAbases (Fujii et

al., 1986; Dillon, 1990). Wecan also expect considerable progress in the

measurement of photoabsorption cross sections as synchrotron light sources

become more widely used.

One of the shortcomingsof models of secondaryelectronemission cross

sectionsbased on Bethe-Borntheory,as expressed in eq. 3, is that the

applicationis limited to ion energiesthat are sufficientlylarge for the
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Born approximationto be valid. A model developedby Rudd (1988)overcomes

this difficultyby incorporatingaspectsOf molecularpromotiontheory to

enable extensionsof the model to low-energyions. Rudd's model is not as

versatileas the Bethe-Born,however,with respectto changing target

parameters and it requiresa much more extensiveset of data to determinethe

full range of model parameters. Rudds model is based on the molecular

promotionmodel at low energies and on the classicalbinary encounter

approximation,modified to agree with Bethe-Borntheory at higher energies.

In total, Rudd's model requires 10 basic fittingparametersfor each

electronicsKell of each target. These parametershave been publishedfor

proton impact ionizationof H2, He, and Ar (Rudd, 1988) and He, Ne, Ar, and Kr

(Cheng et al., 1989). Model parametersfor N2, C02, H20, and 02 are available

from Rudd by privatecommunication. An exampleof the resultsof Rudds model

fit to molecularnitrogen data is shown in Fig. 13 for proton ionizationof

molecular nitrogen. This example illustratesthe wide range in proton energy

attainableby this model. The experimentaldata shown in Fig. 13 also

illustratesthe excellentagreementamong the differentexperimentalgroups;

Rudd (1979),Crooks and Rudd (1971),Toburen (1971),and Stolterfoht(1971)

The arrows in the figure point to the electron energy where one would expect

to see enhancementof the cross sectionsby the process of continuum-charge-

transfer (CCT). This mechanismcan be describedas an electron being

"dragged"out of the collisionby the proton owing to the coulombattraction,

but failing to be captured into a bound state of the projectile(Rudd, 1975).

This mechanismshould enhance the cross sectionfor electron energieswhere

the velocity of the out-goingelectron and proton are comparable;the arrows

in Fig. 13 are placed at those electronenergies. The lack of observable
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enhancementin the singledifferentialcross sectionsat the appropriate

energy is evidence that this mechanismdoes not contributemarkedly to the

total electronyield; the model does not includeany theoreticalmechanismfor

this process.

To this point the discussionhas focusedon singly differentialcross sections

for electron ejection. However, a crucialsource of data for the

determinationof the spatial distributionsof energy depositionaround charged

particle tracks is the angulardistributionof ejectedelectrons. In Fig 13,

angulardistributionsare shown for ejectionof electronsof severalenergies

from collisionsof 2 MeV protonswith a heliumtarget. Also shown are the

results of a binary encountercalculationof Bonsen and Vriens (1970)and

those of a plane wave Born calculationof Madison (1973). This illustration

emphasizesthat the electronsare not, as previouslyassumed,ejectedat 90

degreesto the proton path. 'Thereis a sizeablecomponentof the cross

section for electronejection at both large and small angles. Also note that

binary encountertheory underestimatesthe cross sections at large and small

angles by as much as an order of magnitude. The use of the plane wave Born

approximationimprovesthe estimatesat the large and small angles

considerably,howeverthere are still discrepanciesat small angles for

intermediateelectronenergies. These remainingdiscrepanciesare the result

of an enhancementof the cross sectionsby the process of continuum-charge-

transfer (Rudd,1975). This ionizationmechanism,alth_ugh not significantin

the singly differentialcross sections (see Fig. 13), plays a sizeablerole in

the doubly differentialcross sectionsfor small emissionangles; it has not

been included in the plane wave Born calculationsshown in Fig. 14. The.
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theory of the contiinuum-charge-transfer(CCT) processwas first carriedout by

MaceK (1971). The resultsof Macek are compared in Fig 15 to Born results

without CCT and to measurementsfrom our laboratoryfor electronsejectedwith

velocitiesnear that of th_ incidentproton (the equivalentelectron velocity

for a i MeV proton is 544 eV) where the maximum contributionfrom CCT is

expected. The calculationof Macek is shown to be in excellentagreementwith

the measurements, lt should again b,_.emphasized,that although the CCT

contributionsmay enhancethe doubly differentialcross sectionsby as much as

an order of magnitude in certain regionsof the spectra,the contributionto

the total yield o( electronsin small.

For moleculartargets, there is a great deal of similarityin the angular

distributionsof electronsejectedby protons for all the moleculeswe have

studied except hydrogen. Data for a number of simplemolecular targetsare

shown in Fig. 16 for 1.5 MeV proton impact. As in Fig. 9, we have scaled the

cross sectionscompared in Fig. 16 by the number of weakly bound electrons.

Scaled in this way, data for all molecules,except hydrogen,agree within

experimentaluncertainties. Had data for hydrocarbonmoleculesbeen included

in the comparison (see for example,Wilson and Toburen, 1975) they would have

shown slightly higher values at the peaks in the angulardistributions,ie.,

somewhatmore hydrogen-like,but when scaled in the same manner they would

agree well with the moleculesshown here at both large and small emission

angles. If cross sections for higher ejectedelectron energieswere plotted

the peaks in the angular distributionswould move to smaller angles in

agreementwith classicalkinematics; ie., proportionalto cos2o. Evidenceof

ionizationvia the CCT mechanism is seen as the increasein the cross sections
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for the smallest angles of ejection and the highest energy electrons shown in

Fig. 16. Wewould expect enhancement due to CCT to be most evident in

distributions for ejected electron energies near 817 eV, an electron energy

with equivalent velocity to the 1.5 MeVproton.

The most dramatic differences observed among the data shown in Fig. 16 is the

large differencebetween the scaled molecularhydrogen cross sectionsand il

those of all the other molecules. Differencesof more than an order of

magnitudeoccur at both, small and large emission angle. This carriesan even

more importantmeaningwhen we recall that Semi-classicaland hydrogenicBorn

calculationsyield resultsthat mimic the hydrogen measurements,eg., see the

binary encounterresultsshown in Fig. 14. lt is only when realisticwave

functionsare used for both bound and continuumstates that the Born

approximationgives adequate agreementwith measured doubly differentialcross

sections (Mansonet al., 1975). Unfortunatelytechniqueshave not been

developedfor applicationof Born theory to moleculartargetsowing primarily

to the unavailabilityof adequatewave functions. The generaltrends of the

data shown are, of course, representativefor fast collisions. An examination

of the angulardistributionsfor low-energyproton impact shown in Fig. 17

indicatesthat the distributionspeak at zero degrees for all ejected electron

energies (Chenget ai.,1989).

From a review of the doubly differentialcross sections for electron emission

by protons it would appear that the mechanismsresponsiblefor ionizationare

well understood;this is particularlytrue for fast ions where the Born

approximationin expectedto be valid. Single differentialcross sections for

large energy lossescan be describedwell by binary encountertheory and the
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low-energyportion o_ the spectra is accuratelyevaluatedusing Bethe-Born

theory combinedwith optical oscillatorstrengthsand meas_red spectrato

evaluate the hard collisionscomponentof the cross sections. Where

sufficientexperimentaldata exists,the model of Rudd can be used to

extrapolatecross sectionsover the co_.pleterange of proton energies. The

angular distributionsare not as fully understood. Binary encountertheory

and hydrogenicBorn calculationsboth underestimatethe cross sectionsfor

emission of electronsinto large and small angles. The similarityof angular

distributionsfor a wide range of moleculartargets,however, is conduciveto

the developmentof molecularmodels for use in track structurecalculations.

Charge-transfer-to-continuumstates contributesto an enhancementof the cross

sections for small emissionangles,but does not contributesignificantlyto

the total yield of electrons.

StructuredIon,Impact

Studies of ionizationof atomic and moleculartargetsby _tructured ion, ions

that carry bound _ctrons arldare sometimesreferred to .asclothedor dressed

ions, have been underwayfor more than 20 years (see for example, Rudd et al.,

1966; Cacak and Jorgensen,1970; Wilson and Toburen, 1973) and have been

discussed in reviewsby Toburen (1989, 1982), Stolterfoht(1978, and Rudd

(1975). Publicationsaddressingdoubly-a!fferentialcross sections for a

broad range of collisionpartnersare reviewedin table III of the appendix;

in preparingthis table an attemptwas made to limit the publicationsincluded

to those Lhat involvemeasurementof absolutecross sections and that cover a

reasonablywide range of ejected electronenergies and angles.
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The primary differencesin the spectraof electronsejected by ions that carry

bound electrons from those ejected by bare ions can be seen in Fig. 18, where

spectra are shown for ejection of electronsfrom water vapor by 0.3 MeV/amu

H+, He++, and He+ ions (Toburenet al., 1980); the proton data have been

multipliedby a factorof 4 for comparisonto the helium ion data. Note that

the scaled proton data are in excellentagreementwith the He++ resultsover

most of the energy and angularrange. This is representativeof the ac_:uracy

of Z2 projectile-chargescalingof collisioncross sections for bare ions.

The greatest differencesbetweenthe scaled proton and bare helium ion cross

sectionsoccur at the smallestangles and for electron energies near 160 eV;

this is the electron energy at which the electron and ion have comparable

velocity. These differencesare attributedto the CCT mechanismof ionization

which has been predictedto have a Z3 dependenceon projectilecharge (Dettman

et al., 1974). In contrastto the excellentagreementbetween scaled H+ and

He++ cross sectionsthe emissioncross sectionsfor He+ impact exhibitmarked

differencesfrom the bare ion results. Most evident is the reductionin cross

sectionfor ejection of low-energyelectrons. These electronsare ejected in

distant "soft" collisions in which the bound electronprovides an effective

electrostaticshield of the helium ion nucleus (Toburenet al., 1981). Higher

energy electronsare ejectedwith increasinglyclose collisionsthat penetrate

the shieldingradius of the He+ bound electron and are subjectto the coulomb

potentialof the full nuclearcharge,thus cross sections for high-energy

electronsejected in He+ collisionsare similarto those for He++ impact. In

principal,one would expect a gradualchange in the nature of the cross

sections,from low-energyelectronsthat are ejected in large-impactparameter
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collisionsby what would appear to be a "heavy"proton,charge +I, to fast

electronsejected in close collisionsby an effectivelybare alpha particle,

charge +2. UnfortunatelyLhe functionalrelationshipthat allows one to scale

the charge as a functionof energy loss, or impact parameter,has not been

determinedfor different ions and molecular targets. The most obvious

implicationof the energy dependenceof the "effective"nuclearcharge is that

the effectivecharge of stoppingpower theory, ie., an effectivecharge that

is only a functionof the nuclearcharge and particle velocity,is totally

inadequatefor use in any theory of differentialenergy loss by dressed ions.

The second featureof electronspectra for structuredions that is different

from bare ions is the presenceof a peak in the spectra from electronsthat

are strippedfrom the incidention. These electronsare found predominantly

in the forwarddirections,small emission angles in the laboratoryreference

fra_e, and at electron energiesthat correspond to electronsof the same

velocity as the ion. Such a peak is visible in Fig. 18 in the 15- and 30-

degree spectraat approximately160 eV. In the 15-degreespectrum the

contributionfrom projectileelectron loss enhances the He+ spectrum over that

for He++. The contributionof electron loss from the projectileto the total

yield of electronscon be demonstratedby plotting the ratio of the measured

cross sectionto the Rutherfordcross section as a functionof 1/E as was

describedearlier; for comparisonto heavier ions the Z2 dependenceof the

Rutherfordcross sectionmust be implicitlyincluded. Data for ionizationof

helium by 0.3 MeV/amu helium ions and protons are shown plotted in this way in

Fig. 19. Excellentagreementbetweentheory and experimentis observed

betweent_e H+ and He++ inducedcross sections;the only differencesare at

electron energies less than about 18 eV (1/E:0.3)where one can expect larger
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uncertaintiesin the helium ion data becauseno TOF data are availableto

improve the accuracyof the low-energydata. In these spectrathe electron

loss peak is clearlyseen in the He+ data; it enhances the cross sectionswell

over those for bare ions in the region near electron energiesof 160 eV

(1/_=.07). The actual contributionof this process to the total ionization

is, however, hard to determinebecausethe effects of screeningmake

identificationof the portion of the curve due to target ionizationdifficult.

One can see from this illustration,recallingthat equal areas under the curve

contributeequallyto the total ionizationcross section, that the mean energy

of the ejectedelectronswill certainlybe greater fnr He+ ions 'thanthe bare

ions,

Theoreticalstudiesof structuredions have, until recently,been limited

primarilyto simple systems such as He+-He (see DuBois and Manson, 1986, and

referencestherein),although Stolterfohtand his colleagues have made a

systematicstudy of the energy loss distributionsin high energy neon ion

collisions (Schneideret al., 1983). A comparisonof the doubly-differential

cross sectionscalculatedwith the Born approximationfor the He+-He collision

system to spectrameasured at 15 and 60 degreeswith respectto the outgoing

He+ ion is shown in Fig. 20 (Mansonand Toburen, 1981). Excellentagreement

is observed for electronsejected at 60 degrees,but differencesof

approximatelya factor of 2 are found for the 15 degree spectra. Since the

electronsare indistinguishablein these measurementit could not be

determinedwhether the discrepancyresultedfrom calculationof target or

projectileionization. More recentlymeasurementwere made in which electrons

were detected in coincidencewith either the transmittedHe+ or strippedHe++
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ion (DuBois and Manson, 1986). Those measurements demonstrated the inadequacy

of the theoretical treatment to address simultaneous ionization processes,

eg., ionization of both the projectile and target in a single collision, lt

is still not clear, however, whether the wave functions for the system are

inadequate or if the discrepancies were a result of a breakdown in the Born

approximation itself. Recently measurements have been undertaken For the H°-

He collision system (Hell et al., 1990) that now indicate that the Born

approximation is adequate to describe these few electron systems if adequate

way functions are used for discrete and continuum states.

An example of the spectrumof electronsejected in He+ collisionswith water

vapor in which electronsare detected in coincidencewith the strippedHe2+

ion is shown in Fig. 21. One would expect the coincidencespectrum to be

dominatedby electronslost by the projectile;a spectrumthat peaks at

approximately400 eV for the ion energy considered. The expected spectrumof

electronsstripped from the projectiles,based on the transformationof an

ejected electron spectrumfrom the projectileframe of referenceto the

laboratoryframe is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 21. The strong

contributionof electronsat energies less than 400 eV is attributedto

simultaneousprojectileand target ionization. This simultaneousprojectile

and target ionizationimpliesthere will be a significantamount of

correlationbetween the two ejectedelectron as they slow down in a biological

medium. This could have impact on the subsequentchemical reactionsthat

follow energy deposition.
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Althougha considerableamountof data has been generatedfor light structured

ions, such as H°, H2+, H3+, He+, etc., and the features are relativelywell

understoodin the high-energyrange,there are only scatteredsets of data for

heavier ions and the theory of such collisionsis only beginningto be

developed. Becauseof their importancein neutrondosimetrywe have initiated

studiesof el(ctron emissionfor collisionsinvolvingcarbon and oxygen ions.

The relativecontributionsof the spectra of electronsfrom ionizationof

helium by H+, He+, and C+ ions are shown in Fig. 22. Since these spectra are

all scaled by Z2 only the highestenergy cross sections,producedby very

close collisions,may be expectedto scale to the same values; low-energy

ejectedelectron cross sectionsreflectthe extent of screeningby the bound

electrons. There is evidence of a small peak at the equal velocitycondition,

Ve=Vi, that occurs for R/E=O.07 indicatinga small contributionresultingfrom

electron loss from the C+ ion. A comparisonof spectra for differentC+ ion

energies is shown in Fig. 23. This illustrationshows that the electron loss

contributiongrows as the ion velocity increasesreflectingthe increasing

electron-losscross section. The most obvious characteristicof energy-loss

in collisionsof C+ ions with atomic targetsseen in Figs. 21 and 23 is the

much lower fractionof low-energyelectrons resultingfrom dressed ion

collisionscompared to bare ions. This leads to a much highermean energy of

the ejectedelectron in such collisions. Also note that it is not possible to

scale proton cross sections to structuredion impact in any simple manner.

In the energy range where we have studieddifferentialcross sections for

carbon and oxygen ion impact,66 to 350 keV/amu, the analysisadvocatedby Kim

and discussedfor protons in figs. _i_, does not enable a test of the absolute
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cross sections;there is no high energy plateau in the plot of Y(E,T) versus

E. This is illustratedin Fig. 24. Absolutecross sectionsmust, therefore

be evaluatedfrom experimentaltechniquesand from recentlymeasuredtotal

ionizationcross sections (Reinholdet al., 1990; Toburenet al., 1990).

Because of a combinationof the effectsof screeningby projectileelectrons

and electron loss from the projectileit is difficultto identifythe origin

of the spectral featuresobserved in Fig. 24. The peak , or shoulderfor

lower energy ions, at the low-energyend of the spectra is a result of

electron loss from the projectile;the maximum contributionfrom this process

for 4.2 MeV ions should be at about 190 eV (E/R=16). The electron loss peaks

appear at a somewhathigher energy than predictedby kinematicsbecausethey

are on a rapidlyincreasingbackgroundof electronsfrom target ionization.

The binary encounterpeak should be about 4 times higher in energy,or at

approximately58 Rydbergs for the 4.2 MeV spectrum. At this particlevelocity

one cannot expect a well defined binary encounterpeak, see for examplethe

proton impact data of Fig. 6.

The small peaks observed superimposedon the spectra for the two highest

energy ions result from Auger transitionsfollowing inner-shellvacancy

productionin the carbon projectile. These transitionsare observed at

Doppler shiftedenergies in the laboratorydeterminedby the kinematicsof the

collision. Since the spectrashown in Fig. 24 were obtained from integration

of doubly-differentialelectronenergy distributionsmeasured at discrete

angles these peaks carry forward as discretepeaks in the integralspectrum.

The intensityof these transitionsin the double differentialcross sections

also provides a means to determinethe consistencyof the measured absolute
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cross sections and the energy scales by comparisonto other measurementson

inner-shellionization.

There is presentlyvery little informationon the effects of projectilecharge

on the systematicsof the doubly-differentialionizationcross sectionswith

the exceptionof studiesundertakenfor helium ions discussedearlier in this

section. Measurementsof doubly differentialcross sections for collisionsof

25 to 800 keV neon ions with neon by Woerlee, et al., (1981) showed little

effect of a change in projectilecharge from +i to +3; the cross sectionswere

reducedby about 104 per charge state independentof ejected electronenergy.

For these low energiesthe molecularpromotionmodel is the primarymechanism

of ionizationand it would predict that the more electronsthere are bound to

the collisionpartnersthe more likely it is to promote a bound electronto a

continuumstate. For direct coulomb ionization,however, one would expect a

more highly stripped ion to be more efficientat ejectingelectronsfrom an

atomic or molecular target. Cross sectionsfor ejection of electronsfrom

water vapor at 15 degreeswith respectto outgoingoxygen ions of charge +I to

+3 are shown in Fig. 25. These data from our laboratoryshow the expected

increase in cross sectionwith projectilecharge for ejection of low-energy

electrons. They do not, however, increaseas the square of the net projectile

charge even for the lowest ejectedelectronsenergies;these ejected in the

most distant collisions. Thus, even at the largest impact parameters

encounteredin these measurementsthe ions do not appear as point charges.

The data shown in Fig. 25 againillustrate the contributionto the spectra

from electron loss by the projectile. This is the peak at Ve=Vi that seems to

decrease in intensityas the charge state increasesreflectingthe smaller
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numberof projectileelectronsavailableto be stripped. The binary encounter

peak from direct interactionsbetween the incidentoxygen nucleus and a target

electron is also visible at about 400 eV. At the extremehigh-energyend of

the spectra is the Doppler shiftedAuger electron spectraresultingfrom K-

shell ionizationof the oxygenprojectile. Transitionsof this type were

responsiblefor the structuresuperimposedon the integralspectra shown in

Fig. 24.

At the present time there is littletheory that can help in the analysisand

predictionof differentialcross sectionsfor structuredion. The Born

approximationappears to adequatelydescribethe collisionfor simple systems

such as ionizationby H° or He+ ions if reliablewave functionsare available

for discrete and continuumstates. This theory, however,appears a long way

from applicationto more complexmolecularsystemsof interest in Radiological

Physicsand, even where wave functionsare available,the theory is usable

only for high-energyions. At the low-energyextreme,the use of a quasi-

moleculardescriptionof the collisionwith electron promotionto the

continuumvia radial couplinghas proven useful for modeling cross sections

(Rudd,1988; Woerlee et al. 1981). During the past few years Classical

TrajectoryMonte Carlo (CTMC)techniqueshave been developedfor use in

calculationof doubly differentialcross sections for emissionof electronsby

intermediateand high energy ions (Schmidtet al., 1989; Reinhold et al.,

1990). This technique is attractivein that it providesab initio absolute

cross sections and includescontinuumcharge transferand multiple ionization

processes,as well as being appropriateto the intermediateion energy range.

The primary disadvantageof this technique is the extraordinarilylong
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computational time required. In Fig. 26 is shown a recent calculation of the

single differential cross sections for ejection of electrons in C+ + He
r

collisions at 200 keV/amu. There is good agreement between theory and

experiment for the high energy portion of the spectra with the experimental

data being about 50_ larger than theory at the low energies. A strength of

theory, as contrast to experiments, is that one i_ able to estimate the

contribution, and the spectral shape,_ of electrons coming from either the

target or the projectile. The dashed l_'_e in Fig. 26 is the calculated

contribution of electrons ejected from the projectile. An example of the

doubly-differential cross sections derived for this collision system is shown

in Fig. 27. For this angle the experimental data are about 50_ larger than

the calculation; comparisons at smaller angles exhibit better agreement.

Although there are discrepancies between the CTMCcalculations and experiment,

the agreement is comparable to, or better than, that seen earlier for Born

calculations for simple collision systems, and the CTMCcalculations can be

applied to essentially any system as it does not rely on special system wave

functions.

One could summarize our knowledge of differential ionization cross sections

for structured ions as fragmentary. We have a reasonable undeY'standing of

collisions for light projectiles such as H° and He+ although there is noI

theoretical means of calculating doubly-differential cross sections for
F
L

molecular targets at the present title; neither have models been developed for

fitting or extrapolating such cross sections. Data that exist, however, show

dramatically that scaling from bare ions to dressed ions is not possible with

a single parameter, such as the effective charge of stopping power theory, and
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that the mean energy of electronsemittedin collisionsinvolvingstructured

ions is much higher that for bare ions. There is a long way to go before

cross sections for structuredions will be understoodwith the same detail as

bare ions, but recentadvances in the developmentof theory and in

experimentaltechniquesgive optimism to a vastly improvedunderstandingin

the near future•

Multipl__e Ionization and Cha_ge Transfer

There is no questionthat the doubly-differentialcross sections for electrons

emission from chargedparticle impactare of primaryimportance in the

developmentof track structuredescriptionsof energy depositionbyhigh-LET

radiation• However,the studiesof electronemission do not provideany

informationregardingthe fate of the target nor do they provide information

on the number of electronsthat may be emitted in a single collision. The

latter may be biologicallysignificantsince the multiply emittedelectrons

would slow down in a spatiallyand temporallycorrelatedway. To fully

describe the interactionsappropriateto a chargedparticle track one must

have informationon the charge transfercross sections,the change inthe

spectrum of electronsemittedfollowingcharge transfer,the number of

electronsemitted per interactionand their individualenergy and angular

distributions,and the excitationand dissociationstates of the target

molecules• To have detailed informationon all of these processes,and the

effect of target structureon them, is a tall order• As a first step, an

assessmentof the relative importanceof the differentprocessescan be very

useful• For the past few years a part of our effort at PNL has been devoted
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to measuring the spectrumof charge states of atomic and molecularproducts

following ionizingcollisionswith light ions. These studiesenable one to

gain insight into the relativeimportanceof differentionizationchannels

appropriateto energy loss by ions and neutrals (see for example, DuBois,

1989, 1987a, 1987b, 1986, 1985, 1984; DuBois and Kover, 1989_ DuBois and

Toburen, 1988; and DuBois et al., 1984).

The principal interactionmechanisms leadingto the release of free electron

involvingcollisionsof H+ and He+ ions with a neon target are illustratedin

Fig. 28 for ion energies from a few keV/amuto a few hundred keV/amu. As

expected,direct ionizationis the primary sourceof electronsfor proton

collisionsthroughoutthe energy range. Electroncapture,which requires

simultaneoustarget ionizationto releasea free electron,is at most a 5_

contributorto free electronproduction. For helium ion impact,however

electron capture and loss can make a sizeablecontributionto the free

electron production. In the case of electroncapture this impliesa high

probabilityof simultaneouscalpture-plus-targetionizationleavingthe target

multiply ionized, lt is also found that target ionizationis producedwith a

high probabilityin collisionsresultingin projectileionization,although it

is not obvious from this illustration. The message to be derived from this

analysis is that, as projectilesheavierthan protons are considered,

processesother than direct ionizationmust by considered if electron

production along the track is i:obe fully described.

In addition to electroncapture-plus-projectileionizationthat leaves the

target atom doubly ionizedit is also possible to produce a doubly ionized
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target by direct ionization. J_lefraction of free electronsthat result from

multiple ionizationof neon by protons and helium ions is shown in Fig. 29.

This fractionnever goes above i0_ for proton impact,however for alpha

particlesthe fraction approachesi00_ at very low energies and is nearly 404

for He+ ions over a large energy range. These data should remind us that one

cannot simply scale data from protons to heavier ions. lt should also

encourageus to investigatethe biologicalconsequencesof multiple

ionization,ie., what are the effectsof a transientbuild-up of localized

coulombcharge, lltis no doubt true that multiple ionizationis less frequent

_n molecularand condensedphase targets,however,the difference in multiple

ionizationcross sections for differentions may be manifest as different

molecular fragmentationpatterns and yields that may be equally importantin

leadingto biologicallyimportantdamage. In the near future we should see an

enhanced understandingof the relationshipbetweenthe initialproducts of

radiationand the subsequentchemistryand biologythat is initiated. With

the advancesthat are taking place in molecularbiologythemolecular view of

radiationdamage from energy depositionto biologicalexpressionis within our

grasp.
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FigureCaptions

Fig. I. Simulated2 MeV alpha particletrack comparedto spatialpatterns of
DNA structures,A: comparisonto linker and nucleosomesstructures,the
distancebetween the two (+) markers is I0 nm; B: an end-on view of the same
track segmentas in A; C: a portionof the same track magnifiedto the
dimensionscomparable to the atomic positionsof DNA, the distance betweenthe
two (+) markers is I0 X.

Fig. 2. Angular distributionsof electronsejected from water vapor by 500 eV
electron impact.The data are from (+) Opal et al. (1971),(m) Oda (1975),and
(o) Bolorizadehand Rudd (1986).

Fig. 3. Secondaryelectron spectrafor electron impact ionizationof N2. The
areas under the curves have been normalizedto the respectivetotal ionlzation
cross sections. The area betweenthe shaded lines correspondsto the fraction
of the electronsejectedwith insufficientenergies to produce further
ionizationin the target medium. These data of Kim (1975)were reproduced
with permissiono_ the author.

Fig. 4. Comparisonof absolutecross sections for ionizationof N b_ 0.3 MeV
protonsmeasured by (e) Stolterfoht(1971),(o) Crooks and Rudd (i_71),and
(x) Toburen (Ig71),and the relative line shape for low-energyejected
electronsmeasured by TOF techniques(Toburenand Wilson, 1975).

Fig. 5. The ratio of the measured singly-differentialcross section for
proton ionizationof helium (Toburenet al., 1978) to the Rutherfordcross
section.

Fig. 6. The ratio of the measured singly-differentialcross section to the
Rutherfordcross sectionsfor ionizationof neon by protons.

Fig. 7. The ratio of the measuredto Rutherfordsingly-differentialcross
sectionsfor ionizationof a number of moleculesby protons, data of Lynch et
al., (1976).

Fig. 8. Comparisonof measured and calculated singly-differentialcross
sectionsfor ionizationof neon by 1.0 MeV protonslcross sections are
presentedas the ratio to the Rutherfordcross sectionfor outer-shell
ionizationof neon. The measuredsingle differentialcross sections (x) are
from Toburenet al. (1978).The cross section for zero energy ejected
electrons(a) is from Grissom (1972). The binary encountercalculationsare
from a programof Rudd (1975)and includesresults assumingthe average
kineticenergy of the bound electronis equal to the binding energy (BE,) or
given by Slater's rules (BEs). The Rutherfordcross section is calcula{ed
includinginner-shellcontrlbutions(Kim, 1975) and the Plane wave Born
Calculation(A) is describedby Toburenet al., (1978).

Fig. g. Singly-differentialcross sections for ionizationof several
mo]eculesby I MeV protons.
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Fig. I0. Ratio of the measured singly-differentialcross sectionsto the
correspondingRutherfordvalues plottedas a functionof I/energyloss for
ionizationof neon by protons and electrons• The electron resultsare from
Opal et al. (1971)and the proton data are from Toburenet al., (1978).

Fig. 11. The hard collision componentof the Bethe-Borncross section, B(E),
for ionizationof water vapor by protons.

Fig. 12. Singly-differentialcross sectionsfrom the model of Miller (1983)
compared to measurementsfor ionizationof water vapor by protons.

Fig. 13. The calculated singly-differentialcross sections (solid lines) for
ionizationof Np by protons from the model of Rudd (1988) comparedto the
experimentalda_a of (o) Rudd (1979),(o) Crooks and Rudd (1971),(x) Toburen
(1971),and (o) Stolterfoht (1971),

Fig. 14. Doubly-differentialcross sections for ionizationof helium _'y2 MeV
protons. The binary encountertheorycalculation(BEA) is from Bonson and
Vriens (1970) and the plane wane Born approximationis from the work of
Madison (1973).

Fig. 15. Doubly differentialcro_s sectionsfor emission of electronsof
velocity comparableto the projectilecomparedto calculationsof Macek (1971)
and the plane wave Born approximation.

Fig. 16. Doubly-differentialcross sectionsmeasured at PNL for ionizationof
a number of moleculesby 1.5 MeV protonsall scaled accordingto the number of
looselybound electrons.

Fig. 17. Angulardistributionsof electronsof severalenergiesejected from
kryptonby low energy protons; this figurewas reproducedfrom Cheng et al.
(1989).

Fig. 18. Doubly differentialcross sections for electron emissionfrom water
vapor by 0.3 MeV/amu protons and helium ions. The proton data have been
multiplied by 4 (as impliedby Z2 scaling)for comparison to the helium ion
results; the data are from Toburenet al. (1980).

Fig. 19. Ratio of the measured singly-differentialcross sectionsfor
ionizationof helium by 0.3 MeV/amu protons and helium ions to the
correspondingRutherfordcross sections.

Fig. 20. Comparisonof the doubly-differentialcross sectionsfor ionization
of helium by 2 MeV He+ to calculationsbased on the Born approximation(Manson
and Toburen, 1981).

Fig. 21. Comparisonof the spectrumof electronsdetected in coincidencewith
ionizationof the He+ projectileto that of all electronsejectedat 20
degrees with respectto the exiting ion.
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Fig. 22. Comparisonof the singly differentialcross sections for ionization
of helium by 0.3 MeV/amu H+, HeT, and C+ ions plotted as the ratio to the
correspondingRutherfordcross sections.

Fig. 23. The ratio of measured and Rutherfordcross sections for ionization
of helium by singly-chargedcarbon ions plottedas a function of the inverse
of the energy loss.

Fig. 24. The ratio of measured and Rutherfordcross sections for ionization
of helium by singly chargedcarbon ions plottedas a functionof the energy
loss.

Fig. 25. Doubly differentialcross sectionsfor ionizationof water vapor by
oxygen ions of differentcharge states. Arrows point out the positionof the
KLL_Augerspectrumresultingfrom relaxationof K-shell vacanciesproduced in
the oxygen projectile,the binary peak (BEP) for electronsoriginatingfrom
the target, and the electron loss peak (ve = vi) of electronsoriginatingfrom
the projectile.

Fig. 26. Comparisonof measured singly-differentialcross sectionsfor
ionizationof heliumby C+ to the classicaltrajectoryMonte Carlo (CTMC)
calculation of Reinholdet al. (1990).

Fig. 27. Comparisonof measured d'oublydifferentialcross sectionsfor
emission of electronsat 50 degrees by C+ ions to classicaltrajectoryMonte
Carlo (CTMC)calculationsof Reinhold et al. (1990).

Fig. 28. Comparisonof the relative importanceof the principalmechanisms
for productionof free electronsin collisionsof protons and helium ions with
neon.

Fig. 29. Comparison of the fractions of free electrons produced from multiple
ionization events for protons and helium ions colliding with neon atoms.
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TABLE I

PUBLISHEDDOUBLEDIFFERENTIALCROSSSECTIONS

ELECTRONIMPACT

EjectedElectron
Ion Energy Energy Angle
Range (keV). (eV) __ .(Degrees)_ Investigators

He 500 - 300 l-I/2(Ep-I) 6 - 156 Shyn and Sharp (1979a)

He I00, 200 3-(Ep-l) I0 - 150 Rudd and DuBois (1977)

He 50 - 2000 4 - 2000 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971, 1972)

He 200 - 2000 2-Ep 30 - 150 Go__)thu and Bonham

He 500, I000 25 - 45 10 - 130 Oda, Nishimura, and
Tahira (1972)

Ne 100 - 500 4-(Ep-l) I0 - 150 DuBois and Rudd (1978)

Ne 500 4 - 200 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971, 1972)

Ar I00 - 500 4-(Ep-l) I0 - 150 DuBois and Rudd (1978)

Ar 500 4 - 200 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971, 1972)

Ar I000 4 - 500 90 Mathis and Vroom (1976)

Kr 500 4 - 200 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971, 1972)

Kr I000 21 - 52 I0 - 130 Oda, Nishimura,and
Tahira (1972)

Xe 500 4 - 200 30 -150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971,1972)

H2 100 - 500 4-(Ep-I) 10 - 150 DuBois and Rudd (1978)

H2 500 4 - 200 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971,1972)
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TABLE I (contd)

PUBLISHEDDOUBLE DIFFERENTIALCROSS SECTIONS

ELECTRON IMPACT

Ejected Electron
Ion Energy ' Energy Angle

Target R,ange(keV) (eV) (Degrees) Investigators

H2 25- 250 l-i/2(Ep-l) 12-156 Sh(_g_harp0 and Kim

N2 100 - 500 4-(Ep-I) 10 - 150 DuBois and Rudd (1978)

N2 50 - 2000 4 - 200 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971,1972)

N2 200 - 2000 2-Ep 30 - 150 Goruganthu,Wilson,and
Bonham (1987)

N2 1000 4 - 500 90 Mathis and Vroom (1976)

N2 50 - 400 I-I/2(Ep-I) 12 - 156 Shyn (1983)

02 50 -2000 4 - 200 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971,1972)

CH4 200 4 - 200 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971,1972)

CH4 500, 1000 5 - 1000 15 - 148 Oda (1975)

NH3 200 4 - 200 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971, 1972)

H20 50 - 2000 2-(Ep-lp) 15 - 150 Bolorizadehand Rudd
(1986a)

H20 500 4 - 200 30 - 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971, 1972)

H20 1000 4 - 500 90 Mathis and Vroom (1976)

HpO I000 4 - 500 90 Mathis and Vroom (1976)
lc lusters)

H20 500, I000 5 - I000 15 - 148 Oda (1975)
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TABLE I (contd)

PUBLISHEDDOUBLE DIFFERENTIALCROSS SECTIONS

ELECTRON IMPACT

Ejected Electron
Ion Energy Energy Angl-e"'

Target Range (keV) (eV) (Degrees) Investigators

C2H2 500 4- 200 30- 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971,1972)

CO 800 .g - 393 30 - 150 Ma and Bonham (1988)

CO 500 4- 200 30- 150 Opal, Beaty! and
Peterson (1971, 1972)

NO 500 4- 200 30- 150 Opal, Beaty, and
Peterson (1971,1972)

CO2 500 4- 200 30- 150 Opal, Beaty, and
, Peterson (1971,1972) .

CO2 50 - 400 1-1/2(Ep-I) 12 - 156 Shyn and Sharp (1979b)

CO2 500, 1000 5- 1000 15 o_148 Oda (1975)
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TABLE II

PUBLISHEDDOUBLEDIFFERENTIALCROSSSECTIONS

PROTONIMPACT .,

Ejected Electron
Ion Energy Energy Angle

Tar_ Ranqe (keV) (eV) D_(_Degrees) Investigators

H2 50- i00 4- 300 23 - 152 Kuyatt and Jorgensen (1963)

H2 50 - I00 I - 500 I0 - 160 Rudd and Jorgensen (1963)

H2 i00 - 300 2 - i000 I0 - 160 Rudd, Sautter and Bailey (1966)

H2 300 2 - 800 20 - 130 Toburen (1971a)

H2 300 - 1500 2 - 3500 20 - 130 Toburen and Wilson (1972}

H2 I000 i00 - I000 20 - 130 Toburen (1971b)

H2 5 - i00 1.5 - 300 I0 - 160 Rudd (1979)

He 75 - 150 i - 550 I0 - 160 Cheng, Rudd, and Hsu (1989)

He 50 ._ 150 I - 500 I0 - 160 Rudd and Jorgensen (1963)

He I00 - 300 2 - i000 10 - 160 Rudd, Sautter, and
Bailey (1966)

He 2.- I00 5 - I00 0 - i00 Gibson and Reid (1986)

He 2000 30 - 1500 20 - 130 Toburen (1971b)

He 300 I - 1030 20 - 150 Stolterfoht (1971a)

He 300 - 5000 I - 8577 15 - 160 Manson, Toburen, Madison and
, Stolterfoht (1975)

He 5 - 5000 i - 8577 I0 - 160 Rudd, Toburen and Stolterfoht
' (1976)

He 5 100 10 - 200 10 - 160 Rudd, Webster, Blocker, and
Madison (1975)

He 300 - 1500 I - 3500 15 - 125 Toburen,Manson, and Kim (1978)

He 5 - 100 10 - 200 10 -160 Rudd and Madison (1976)

He 100 - 300 40 - 180 0 Crooks and Rudd (1970)
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TABLE II (cont'd)

PUBLISHEDDOUBLE DIFFERENTIALCROSS SECTIONS

PROTON IMPACT

Ejected Electron
Ion Energy Energy Angle

Target Range (k_._I_ (ev) _LDegrees) Investigators

Ne 7.5 - 150 I - 550 10 - 160 Cheng, Rudd, and Hsu (1989)

Ne 50 - 300 1.5 - 1057 10 - 160 Crooks and Rudd (1971)

Ne 1000 I - 2000 15 - 125 Toburen and Manson (1973)

Ne 300 - 1500 I - 3500 15 - 125 Toburen,Manson, and Kim (1978)

Ar 50 - 300 1.5 - 1057 10 - 160 Crooks and Rudd (1971)

Ar 5 - 1500 1 - 3500 15 - 160 Criswell,Toburen,and
Rudd (1971)

Ar 300- 5000 1.1- I0000 25- 150 Gabler (1974)

Ar 5 - 2000 1 - 3500 15 - 125 Criswe11,Wilson, and
Toburen (1975)

Ar i000 i - 360 15 - 125 Manson and Toburen (1975)

Ar 300 - 1500 I - 3500 15 125 Toburen,Manson, and Kim (1978)

Ar 100 3 .-250 160 Rudd, Jorgensen,and
Volz (1966)

Ar 5 - 20 I - 26 30 - 140 Sataka,Okuno, Urakawa and
Oda (1979)

Ar 5 - 5000 1 - 10000 10 - 160 Rudd, Toburen, and
Stolterfoht(1979)

Kr 7°5....150 i -550 I0- 1601 Cheng, Rudd, and Hsu (1989)

Kr 1000 I - 3000 15 & 90 Manson and Toburen (1977)

Kr 1000 - 4200 30, 136 15 - 90 To_'__enand Manson (1979)

Xe 300 - 2000 2 - 4620 20 - 130 Toburen (1974)

N2 300 - _700 2 - 4000 20 - 130 Toburen (1971a)
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TABLE II (cont'd)

PUBLISHEDDOUBLE DIFFERENTIALCROSS SECTIONS

.PROTON INPACI

Ejected Electron
Ion Energy Energy Angle

Target Range (keV) (eV) .(Degrees) Investigators

N2 50 - 300 1.5 - 1057 10 - 160 Crooks and Rudd (1971)

N2 200 - 500 I - 1300 20 - 150 Stolterfoht (1971a)

N2 5 - 70 1.5 - 300 10 - 160 Rudd (1979)

N2 200 - 500 I - 1300 20 - 150 Stolterfoht (1971b)

02 50 - 300 1.5 - 1057 10 - 160 Crooks and Rudd (1971)

02 300 - 1500 I - 3500 15 - 125 Toburen and Wilson (1977a)

H20 15 - 150 i - 3000 10 - 160 Bolorizadehand Rudd (1986b)

H20 300 - 1500 I - 3500 15 - 125 Toburen and Wilson (1977a)

CH4 200 - 400 I - 1270 20 - 150 Stolterfoht (1971a)

CH4 300 - 1000 4 - 5000 20 - 130 Wilson and Toburen (1975)

CH4 250 - 2000 I - 5000 20 - 130 Lynch, Toburen, and
Wilson )1976)

C2H2 300 - 1000 ¢ - 5000 20 - 130 Wilson and TDburen (1975)

_" C2H4 300 - 1000 4 - 5000 20 - 130 Wilson and Toburen (.1975)

C2H6 300 - i000 4 - 5000 20 - 130 Wilson and Toburen (1975)

C6H6 300 - 2000 4 - 5000 20 - 130 Wilson and Toburen (1975)

NH3 25_ - 2000 I - 5000 20 - 130 Lynch, Toburen, and
Wilson (1976)

CH3NH2 250 - 2000 i - 5000 20 - 130 Lynch, Toburen, and
Wilson (1976)

(CH3)2NH250 - 2000 i - 5000 20 - 130 Lynch, Toburen, and
Wilson (1976)
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TABLE II (cont'd)

PUBLISHEDDOUBLEDIFFERENTIALCROSS SECTIONS

PROTONIMPACT

Ejected Electron
Ion Energy Enerqy Angle

Target Ranqe (keV) (eV} (Degrees,) Investiqators

TeF6 ?.,qO-1800 i- 5000 20- 130 loburen,Wilson, and
Porter (1977

SF6 300- 1800 I- 5000 20- 130 Toburen,Wilson, and
Porter (1977)
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TABLE III

PUBLISHEDDOUBLE DIFFERENTIALCROSS SECTIONS

STRUCTURED-IONIMPACT

EjectedElectron
Ion Energy Energy Angle

Reaction Range (keV) Range_(kev) _Degrees) Investigators

H2+ + H2 600 - 1500 2 - 2000 20 - 125 Wilson and Toburen (1973)

Ne+ + Ne 50_;300 1.5 - 1000 10 - 160 Cacak and Jorgensen (1970)

Nen+ + Ne 25 - 800 1.6 - 1100 45 - 135 Woerlee,Gordeev, de Waard,
(n:I-4) and Saris (1981)

Ar+ + Ar 50 - 300 1.5 - 1000 10 - 160 Cacak and Jorgensen (1970)

Ar+ + Ar I00 3 - 250 160 Rudd, Jorgensen, and
Volz (1966)

On+ = 0
(n=4"8_ 30000 10 - 4000 25 - 90 Stolterfoht,et al. (1974)

H2+ H2
+ I000, 2000 20 - 1000 30 - 140 Oda and Nishimura (1979)

He+ He

H2+
+ Ar 5- 20 I- 26 30- 140 Sataka, Okuno, Urakawa, and

He° Oda (1979)

H° + He

H2O + He
15- 150 1.5- 300 10- 160 Fryar, Rudd, and

3He° + He Risley (1977)

4He° + He

H° = He 15- 150 1.5- 300 15- 150 Rudd, Risley, Friar,
and Rolfes (1980)

I
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TABLE III (contd)

PUBLISHEDDOUBLE DIFFERENTIALCROSS SECTIONS

STRUCTURED-IONIMPACT

, EjectedElectron
Ion Energy Energy Angle

Reaction Range (keV) Range (kev) (Degrees)" Investigators

He+ He
+ Ne 1200 i - 3500 15 - 125 Toburen and Wilson (1977b)

He++ Ar

He+
+ Ar 300 - 2000 I - 4000 15 - 125 Toburen and Wilson (1979)

He++

He+

+ H20 300 - 2000 i - 4000 15 - 125 Toburen, Wilson, and
He2+ Popowich (1980)

H° + H20 20 - 150 I - 300 10 - 160 Bolorizadehand Rudd (1986c)

H2+
He 5 - 20 2 - 50 30 - 120 Urakawa, Tokoro,and

H3+ Oda (1981)

H.

H2+ Ar 5- 20 2 26 30, 90 Sataka, Urakawa,and

He+ Oda (1979)

He

C+ Ne
Ar 1200 I - 800 30, 90 Toburen (1979a)

CH_

C+ + He 800- 4200 10- 1500 15- 130 Reinhold, Schultz, Olson,
Toburen, and DuBois
(In Press) (1990)
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TABLE III (contd)

PUBLISHEDDOUBLE DIFFERENTIALCROSS SECTIONS

STRUCTURED-IONIMPACT

EjectedElectron
r _ .i._on Energy Energy Angle

./.Ran_e'_keV) Range (kev) (Degrees) InvestigatorsReaction .......... . ....
ii ,I

,, , , ,, ,

C+n + Ar' _"/ I_00 3000 I - 4000 15 - 130 Toburen (1979b)
(n:l-3)

0+
I Ar 50 - 500 5 - 500 16 - 160 Stolterfohtand

N+ } Schneider (1979)

Krn+ + Kr 50 - 1000 80 - 1000 45 - 135 Gordeev, Woerlee, de Waard,
(n=2-_) and Saris I1979)

Krn+ + Kr 25-800 16- 1100 45- 135 Gordeev, Woerlee, De Waard,
(n:2-5) and Saris (1981)

H2+ + Ar 5 - 20 keV 2 - 26 30 and 90 Sataka,Urakawa, and
Oda (1979)

He+

U38+ He
6000/amu 5 - 5000 20 - 150 Schneideret al. (1989)

Th38+ Ar

Mo44+ - He 2500/amu 2 - 5000 20 - 160 Stolterfohtet al. (1987)

U33+ - Ne 1400/amu i - 4000 20-90 Kelbch,Olson, Schmidt,
Schmidt-B6cking,and

. Hagmann (1989)
f

U33+ Ar 1400/amu i 4000- - "20-,90 Kelbch,Olson, Schmidt,
Schmidt-B6cking,and
Hagmann (1989)
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